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Braarudosphaera orthia BYBELL & GARTNER, 1972 
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1962 Braarudosphaera cf. B. bigelowi (GRAN & BRAARUD), Bouche, p. 85, 
pl. 4, fig. 3, Rev. Micropal., vol. 5, n° 2. 
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Figs. 7-12 - Braarudosphaera orthia n. sp., x 2,500. 7) phase contrast, side view; 8) trans
mitted light, side view; 9) cross-polarized light, plan view; 1 0) phase contrast, plan view 
showing pattern of top superimposed on base; 11) transmitted light, plan view focused on 

base; 12) transmitted light, plan view focused on top. Holotype. 

Description: 

Braarudosphaera orthia has a large, broadly rounded base, which at first narrows rapidly and 
then more gradually, terminating in a cylinder with a rounded end. Plan view reveals the 
five-fold symmetry of this species. The smaller end has a circular to somewhat pentagonal 
outline, and the larger end closely resembles Braarudosphaera bigelowi. 
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Remarks: 

Although Braarudosphaera orthia, in plan view, is similar to B. bigelowi (and for this reason 
has been tentatively placed in the same genus), most specimens of B. orthia have a more ir
regular outline and rounded apices. In some cases the margin sides are slightly bowed inward, 
unlike the straight sides of B. bigelowi. The great thickness of B. orthia is a diagnostic fea
ture, and, in plan view, both pentagonal ends can be viewed by over-focusing and under
focusing with the microscope. Even on specimens in which the smaller end has been broken 
off, the irregular fracture surface is visible. 

Type level: 

Upper Middle Eocene. 

Occurrence: Braarudosphaera orthia occurs throughout most of the Middle Eocene Lisbon 
Formation in Alabama, and in the upper Middle Eocene of the Paris Basin. 

Type locality: 

Sample B-30, Lisbon Formation, Little Stave Creek, Alabama. 

Depository: 

Rosenstiel School of Marine and Atmospheric Science, University of Miami, Florida. 

Author: 

Bybell L. and Gartner S., 1972, p. 324; pl. 1, figs. 7-12. 

Reference: 

Provincialism among mid-Eocene calcareous nannofossils. Micropaleontology, vol. 18, n° 3, 
pp. 319-336, pis. 1-5. 
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